SLOW your
Gyros have become a mainstay in the
traditional world of fin stabilization,
but which system is best for your yacht?
by Richard Boggs

In the Beginning

V

acation on a yacht “represents freedom, a chance
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to get away from it all and go where the action is…”
or so says the glossy brochure showing bronzed young
couples strolling the deck of a superyacht anchored on
a sea of azure glass.
While yachting reality isn’t too far removed from fantasy, in many cases,
that freedom is described by six degrees: roll, pitch, heave, sway, yaw and
surge. Those six motions comprise the directions in which a yacht is free
to move, frequently all six directions at the same time, and therein lies the
source of dread for many charter guests and crew alike.
Between the human ears lies one of the most sensitive and accurate
stabilization systems known. Fix your eyes on a point and no matter
what angle you move your head, your eyes keep that point in focus and
upright. When combining inner ear sensors with visual clues, the human
body is capable of astounding feats of stability…most of the time. When
visual data conflicts with those of gravity and motion, our biostabilization system fails, often dramatically enough to create a profound wish
for an end-of-life event.

The search for an effective method to control roll rate and
amplitude has been the objective of naval architects and
marine engineers for more than a century. In the early
1920s, a Japanese passenger/cargo vessel was fitted with
the world’s first fin stabilizers. Lacking further development in Japan, the concept of active fin stabilization was
successfully advanced in Britain and first fitted to the SS
Isle of Sark, which sailed between Southampton and the
Channel Islands. Faster and more reliable today than those
of nearly a century ago, fin stabilizers remain the world
standard of active stabilization for vessels of all sizes.
But before the fin came into play, the first patent for a
gyrostabilizer was issued to Ernst Schlick of Hamburg,
Germany, in 1908; however, Elmer Sperry’s gyrostabilizer
that same year rivaled Schlick’s by being able to precess in
advance of the ship’s roll making it more responsive and
delivering a smoother ride. With advances in power electronics, sensor technology and materials, the gyroscope
has become a reasonable choice for yacht builders.

Gyro Forces
A gyrostabilizer is, in its most common configuration, a
spinning rotor or flywheel with its axle perpendicular to the
plane of the disk. The axle is normally mounted vertically on
bearings within a sphere that is, in turn, connected athwartship to a fixed base by a gimbal that allows the sphere to
rotate forward and aft up to 70 degrees from vertical..
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torpedo recovery boat to achieve rock solid stability for
that demanding application.
The recent launch of a high-speed motor yacht longer
than 200 feet fitted with multiple gyrostabilizers illustrates
the difficulty of achieving the perfect balance between initial design stability and after-launch reality. Stability calculations indicated that multiple gyrostabilizers of a certain size would be adequate to provide the degree of roll
reduction desired. Sea trials showed that the actual stability
was different than originally calculated, and the resultant
motion was unacceptable. The solution might be to add
more gyrostabilizers if space is available or to augment the
righting moment by installing fin stabilizers, which can be
used in concert with gyrostabilizers.
Seakeeper gyrostabilizer

The output of a gyrostabilizer is the fore and aft tilt
of the rotor on its gimbal. If that tilt (precession) is not
restrained, the yacht will roll freely. When the rate at
which the rotor is allowed to tilt is restricted, a large
stabilizing force proportional to the angular momentum
of the rotor is created.
The greatest rotor mass is located on the outside of the
disk, as far as design allows from the central axle or spin
axis. The greater the speed of revolution and the rotor
weight, the more force, or angular momentum, is available to counter that imposed on a yacht’s hull by a passing
wave. Typically, a small- to medium-sized gyrostabilizer
system will weigh between three and five percent of the
yacht’s displacement, rotate at up to 10,000 revolutions
per minute and produce a righting force equivalent to
moving one ton from rail to rail.
Modern systems use solid-state accelerometers of the
same type used in smartphones, model helicopters and tablet computers to measure how quickly the yacht is rolling.
Rather than actively tilting the rotor, a passive system
allows precession to occur naturally while it controls the
rate, similar to the way a semi-active suspension system
operates on cars and motorcycles. Roll rate sensed by the
gyrostabilizer controller regulates the flow of hydraulic
oil between a pair of cylinders connected to the gyro gimbal to allow free rotation or, when the valve is closed, acts
as a brake to lock the gimbal. When more righting force is
required, less oil is allowed to flow and the rate at which
the rotor tilts is reduced to match the rate of roll. Regardless of the rate of tilt, full movement of up to 70 degrees
either side of vertical is permitted. The control system is
tuned to a yacht’s characteristics so that braking control
is regulated to obtain the greatest roll reduction possible.
If more stability is required than a single unit can provide,
additional units can be installed to multiply the available
righting moment. The U.S. Navy installed six units in a

Fighting the Myths
When Maryland-based Seakeeper revived the gyroscope as
a stabilization system after nearly a century of dormancy,
it took the lion’s share of the market with sales of more
than 1,500 units (400 in 2013 alone) since completing its
prototype unit in 2007. A veritable who’s who of yacht
builders now offer Seakeeper gyrostabilizers as an option.
Other gyrostabilizer manufacturers who have joined in the
market’s success include Veem Gyro, Sea Gyro and Japanese industrial giant Mitsubishi, which in 2004 struck an
exclusive agreement with Ferretti to use its technology.
The operating principles of the gyro continue to
amaze and mystify many of us, so it’s understandable
that a number of myths surround their operation and
installation, some of which are:
⊲ A gyrostabilizer must be mounted on the centerline.
They can be mounted off center. The righting force is not
affected by location relative to centerline.
⊲ A gyrostabilizer must be turned off when the sea state
exceeds a certain point.
There is no limit to the roll other than what the yacht
or her crew can sustain. There is a limit to the vertical
acceleration, however, and that is to protect the rotor
and gimbal bearings. Andrew Semprevivo, director
of global sales for Seakeeper, states that there are no
roll limits if the vertical limit of +/- 1 G twice in one
minute is exceeded the gyro will be locked (no tilting)
until pitching is back within limits and the brake can be
released. “In all our experience to date, as long as the
unit is installed aft of midship, we do not see this type of
vertical acceleration,” he says.
⊲ Gyrostabilizers are power hogs.
Gyrostabilizers are frugal power consumers, typically
consuming only around 3kW for initial startup and
around 2kW for normal operation for all but the largest
models. Some versions will reduce the rotational speed
and power consumption when sea conditions require less
roll dampening power.
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Rendering of DMS
Holland’s AntiRoll
stabilizer setup

From Spin to Fin

Quantum’s
retractable XT-Fin

Steven Vidakovic, global sales director of Naiad Dynamics, a world leader in ship stabilization with roots going
back to Sir John Thornycroft’s 1891 installation of an
automatic stabilization system on the steam yacht Cecile,
brings up a number that is not often seen in stabilizer literature and must be taken into account when considering
which system or combination of systems is most economical: the cost per unit of righting moment. At some point,
the cost of multiple gyrostabilizers may become a limiting
factor as much as weight, power consumption and internal volume. He summarized several critical elements to be
considered when choosing a stabilization system.
“One of the limitations is the natural roll period of
the vessel, which determines the required fin slew rate
for that vessel, …the power available from the generators
for stabilization at rest, …[and] the maximum fin span
available within the hull block section, which determines
the fin size and aspect ratio, which in turn determines the
actuator size,” Vidakovic explains. “For gyros, the internal space available (volume and weight of gyros) can limit
the amount of righting moment that can be provided.”
Patrick Noor of DMS Holland adds, “…[due to] the
fact of the flywheel effect of the gyro, these stabilizers
are only able to react on quick movements of the boat
and gives, then, a short maximum correction of the roll.
… Other issues are of course weight, and, last but not
least, the valuable space in the yacht.”
DMS Holland has recently patented the AntiRoll stabilizer system, which differs from the traditional fin by
having a long, curved, high-aspect ratio fin working on a
dual axis — rotating underway and flapping at zero speed. One of the primary advantages of the AntiRoll
system is that the fin folds into the
contour of the hull. “The argument
for fast yachts is that they don’t like
to have resistance made by the fins,”
says Noor. “Therefore, [they] choose
a gyro system, but are now converting
[because] the fins retract into the hull recess.”

Quantum Stabilizers’ XT fins reduce the overall size of
the fin footprint by using an extendable foil that increases
the size of the fin while at anchor and retracts to reduce
drag when underway. Quantum also has employed the
Magnus effect to develop the MagLift system, which uses
a rotating cylinder that generates lift proportional to the
speed and direction of rotation. Currently in use on M/Y
Eclipse, the cylinder is retractable for higher cruise speeds.

Fin or Spin
It is no myth that considerable thought and analysis must
underlie the decision to install gyros versus fin stabilizers, or a combination of both. The yacht on which either
type of stabilizer is installed requires a certain righting moment or force to counter the upsetting moment
created by a wave of a certain height and frequency. A
gyrostabilizer will provide a certain righting moment or
stabilizing force for a given weight and speed of rotation.
Fin stabilizers will provide the same righting moment for
a certain fin area and slew rate. A well-matched installation of fins or gyrostabilizers may provide roll reduction
as much as 70 percent or better in waves less than two
feet high. In practice, roll reduction of around 50 to 60
percent in three-foot seas at anchor has been found to be
acceptable to most crew and guests. It should be noted
that in contrast to fin stabilizers, gyrostabilizers can’t
compensate for a yacht’s list created by loading conditions, side winds or a constant turn.
Gyrostabilizers have become a price, power and performance alternative (or supplement) to fins for all size
boats. For even smaller boats that might typically be
fitted with fins or gyrostabilizers, Semprevivo says Seakeeper will introduce the much lighter, more compact
M5000 in October, which will fill a footprint of only
29 by 29 inches.
The late shipping magnate and megayacht owner Aristotle Onassis famously stated, “We must free ourselves
of the hope that the sea will ever rest.” Most who go to
sea regularly are well free of that hope. But, by harnessing one of nature’s more fascinating forces, we now have
the power to put the boat itself to rest. DW
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